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NOTEWORTHY ANNOUNCEMENTS

After immensely successful 
interactive experiences with hit 
TV shows Seinfeld and Friends, 
Superfly announced they will 

be bringing The Office 
Experience to Chicago.

FULL INTERVIEW +

CARLO PEREZ – Swift Medical Founder & CEO

LEGAL DISCLAIMER +

Q3 2021

Now raises $9.5M in Series A 
funding to help small businesses 

get paid faster and “grow 
fearlessly.” The round, led by 

Virgo, will be used to help scale 
Now’s offerings.

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

Joel Theisen and Lifespark Are 
Re-Inventing the Idea of Whole 

Person Senior Care 

Eric Matson, CEO of Transverse, 
Spoke with The Insurer About 

the Hybrid Fronting Carrier Model

Ada & Undercurrent Launch 
Event in Brooklyn to Raise 

Awareness of the Climate Crisis

Better for you. Better for the environment.  
Virgo continues to focus on growth equity 
opportunities within the Wellness Sector, 
partnering with innovative mission-based 

businesses that are disrupting their category.

Carlo Perez began his career as a 
technologist, but after recognizing there was 
a ceiling for him to grow on a technical path, 
he quit his job at the time and hitchhiked 
across Asia, only to discover his calling for 
entrepreneurship. He realized he could do 
more than he thought he could in the past 
and wanted to build a bridge between 
technology and solving healthcare problems 
in order to help individuals. Six years ago, 
Carlo founded Swift Medical where he 
developed a smartphone software that allows 
clinicians to evaluate chronic wounds more 
efficiently and effectively. Carlo’s overarching 
goal is to transform how wound care is 
delivered globally. 

+

DIGITAL LIVES: A POST-PANDEMIC 
PRIMER FOR LEADERS
By Brian Wade

Ygrene celebrated 100k financing 
projects to provide access to 

affordable financing for energy 
efficiency, renewable energy, and 

hurricane protection property 
improvements.+

The rapid spread of Covid’s Delta variant has
derailed family vacations, delayed office reopening’s,
and heightened fears that our suspended reality will
go on for years to come.

But even with the continued disruption and changing
government guidelines, business leaders are resolved
to press ahead, even as they find themselves at a
challenging intersection.

+

WATCH VIDEO +

VOLTA CHARGING GOES PUBLIC VIA SPAC ON NYSE
”Volta’s entrance to the public markets is a significant milestone for the
company and the future of electric vehicles in our community. When Virgo
first invested in 2016, we realized the power of the coming wave of electric
vehicles and Volta’s differentiated business model, which offered superior
unit economics via additional revenue streams. The Volta management
team has gone on to build the leading electric charging platform to support
a generational shift in consumer demand for media experiences and
mobility. We are proud of our partnership with CEO Scott Mercer, President
Chris Wendel and Chief Strategy Officer Drew Lipsher, and are excited to
see the continued growth of the company.”

80 ACRES FARMS CLOSES $160M SERIES B TO ACCELERATE 
GLOBAL FARM EXPANSION & PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

”The $160mm Series B raise is a validation of the long-term vision and
tireless execution at 80 Acres Farms. This additional capital will accelerate
the company’s expansion and solidify its leadership in the indoor vertical
farming space. As the Series A lead investor, Virgo is excited to partner with
the new investors, including General Atlantic and Siemens, to revolutionize
how we feed our families.”

+

PORTFOLIO COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS & MILESTONES

+

THE WELLNESS SECTOR

https://chiefexecutive.net/digital-lives-a-post-pandemic-primer-for-leaders/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/virgo-v1/articles/pdfs/000/000/278/original/ExecutiveSpotlight_%28Perez%29.pdf?1633615496
https://s3.amazonaws.com/virgo-v1/articles/pdfs/000/000/239/original/Disclaimer.pdf?1617374996
https://medicalalley.org/2021/09/up-running-with-joel-theisen-ceo-lifesprk/
https://www.theinsurer.com/viewpoint/transverse-pipeline-going-into-2022-is-very-robust/18167.article
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/miguel-bon-iver-jorja-smith-undercurrent-1184317/
https://news.crunchbase.com/news/get-paid-in-two-days-now-banks-9-5m-series-a-to-automate-b2b-invoices-payments/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/tv/tv-news/the-office-series-experience-superfly-universal-chicago-1235005554/
https://www.yahoo.com/now/ygrene-celebrates-100-000-financed-160300000.html
https://vimeo.com/580024796
https://www.yahoo.com/now/80-acres-farms-secures-160-142000023.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubGlua2VkaW4uY29tLw&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAFukkxCFk_c7qaNxhoyyDSyp01uIrNgPYUCAdlwPL4g8XbERKZsfA_rYBgQEONnyAJIx129eb1RH3m2jJZf3IkOHDWnO4MD9IfMqEmMX-9LAK3Z85xGW61XmnpyCLPE6hF0Z5Id3KbrLYqQdT2_yYuGjn4Xl2NnQrtcPhl2RkvxR
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2021/08/27/volta-ceo-on-building-electric-future-going-public-via-spac.html
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